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Abstract. In this article, we discuss several classes of Uzawa smoothers for the application in
multigrid methods in the context of saddle point problems. Beside commonly used variants,
such as the inexact and block factorization version, we also introduce a new symmetric method,
belonging to the class of Uzawa smoothers. For these variants we unify the analysis of the
smoothing properties, which is an important part in the multigrid convergence theory. These
methods are applied to the Stokes problem for which all smoothers are implemented as pointwise
relaxation methods. Several numerical examples illustrate the theoretical results.
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1. Introduction
Multigrid methods are considered as one of the most efficient solvers for the approximative
solution of discretized (systems of) partial differential equations. These methods have been widely
used in the past for different types of equations and applications, see, e.g., [17, 27] for a general
overview and [2, 6, 7, 9, 13, 24, 26, 33, 34] for saddle point problems. Also with the increasing
compute power these methods became more popular, see, e.g., [15, 16, 22].
In this paper, we discuss multigrid methods for problems whose discretization leads to linear
systems in saddle point form
(1) A
[
u
p
]
=
[
f
g
]
with A =
[
A B⊤
B −C
]
,
where A ∈ Rn×n, C ∈ Rm×m are symmetric and positive semi-definite, and B ∈ Rm×n with
kerA∩ kerB = {0} and kerB⊤ ∩ kerC = {0} and n,m ∈ N. Note, the last conditions ensure that
A is non-singular. In particular, we focus on multigrid methods for the Stokes problem in fluid
mechanics.
One essential component of efficient multigrid methods is the smoothing procedure, which
consists of one step or a few steps of a non-expensive iterative method applied to eq. (1), whose
role is to smooth the error. Here, we focus on stationary iterative methods of the form
(2)
[
uk+1
pk+1
]
=
[
uk
pk
]
+ P−1
([
f
g
]
−A
[
uk
pk
])
,
for the smoothing procedure with an appropriate choice for P , such that the application of P−1
on a vector can be efficiently computed. In particular this means that all formal matrix-blocks
inversions will be approximated by simple point-relaxation methods.
Convergence properties of iterative methods of the form eq. (2) have been studied in numerous
articles, see, e.g., [1, 3, 21] and the references therein. Less known are the smoothing properties
of such methods, which are essential for the convergence in multigrid theory [6, 9, 23, 25, 26, 35].
For the analysis of the smoothing property for other iterative methods, see also [8, 28, 29, 31].
In this article, we aim to present a unified analysis for the smoothing property of several block
preconditioners for saddle point problems eq. (1). One of the considered methods was already
analyzed previously in [26]. Here, we prove the smoothing property of the so-called inexact Uzawa
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algorithm which has been successfully applied as a smoother in multigrid algorithms in the past,
see, e.g., [13, 15, 19, 20, 26]. Moreover, we present and analyze a new, symmetric smoother, which
can be seen as a symmetrized variant of the inexact Uzawa method.
When applied to the Stokes system, all block-inversions will be algorithmically approximated
by point-relaxations of Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel type. Thus the algorithms are applicable in the
case when a parallel software structure for distributed memory systems permits only restricted
data access operations. In this case, the distributed smoothers of [7] cannot be used though they
may be more effective, see, e.g., [32].
This article is structured as follows: In section 2, we introduce our notation and recall the key
ingredients for the multigrid convergence analysis. Section 3 gives an overview on the different
Uzawa-type smoothers and their relations to each other. In section 4, we present the analysis of
the smoothing property for the individual methods. Finally, in section 5, we present numerical
tests, applied to the Stokes problem, illustrating the obtained theoretical results.
2. Notation and multigrid analysis
In this section, we introduce some notations and recall the key ingredients for the multigrid
convergence analysis.
Let V and Q be real-valued Hilbert spaces. We assume that the linear system eq. (1) results
from the discretization of a saddle point problem of the following form: Find (u, p) ∈ V ×Q such
that
(3)
a(u, v) + b(v, p) = f(v) ∀ v ∈ V,
b(u, q)− c(p, q) = g(q) ∀ q ∈ Q,
with the bilinear forms a : V × V → R, b : V × Q → R, c : Q × Q → R, and linear functionals
f ∈ V ∗, g ∈ Q∗. Notice, the symbol ∗ indicates the dual Hilbert space. Equivalently, the mixed
variational problem eq. (3) can be written as a variational problem in the product space: Find
(u, p) ∈ V ×Q such that
(4) B((u, p), (v, q)) = F(v, q) ∀ (v, q) ∈ V ×Q,
with the bilinear form B((u, p), (v, q)) = a(u, v)+b(v, p)+b(u, q)−c(p, q) and the linear functional
F(v, q) = f(v) + g(q).
For the discretization of problem eq. (4) a sequence of appropriate finite-dimensional subspaces
Vℓ ⊂ V and Qℓ ⊂ Q, ℓ = 0, 1, . . . , L, (typically finite element spaces) have to be chosen, corre-
sponding to a sequence of increasingly finer meshes of the computational domain. We assume for
simplicity that these subspaces are nested, i.e.,
Vℓ−1 ⊂ Vℓ and Qℓ−1 ⊂ Qℓ ∀ ℓ = 1, . . . , L.
The approximate solution (uℓ, pℓ) ∈ Vℓ×Qℓ on level ℓ is given by the discrete variational problem
(5) Bℓ((uℓ, pℓ), (vℓ, qℓ)) = Fℓ(vℓ, qℓ) ∀ (vℓ, qℓ) ∈ Vℓ ×Qℓ,
with Bℓ((uℓ, pℓ), (vℓ, qℓ)) = a(uℓ, vℓ)+b(vℓ, pℓ)+b(uℓ, qℓ)−cℓ(pℓ, qℓ), and Fℓ(vℓ, qℓ) = f(vℓ)+gℓ(qℓ),
where cℓ(·, ·) is a bilinear form on the discrete space, and gℓ ∈ Q∗ℓ .
2.1. Multigrid methods and their convergence analysis. In the following we introduce the
notation for the multigrid method and recall some crucial results. Let (u
(0)
ℓ , p
(0)
ℓ ) ∈ Vℓ × Qℓ be
a given approximation of the solution of eq. (5) on level ℓ ≥ 1. Then one step of a multigrid
algorithm at level ℓ is recursively defined by the following three steps:
(1) Pre-smoothing: compute (u
(ν1)
ℓ , p
(ν1)
ℓ ) by an iterative method of the form
(u
(k+1)
ℓ , p
(k+1)
ℓ ) = Sℓ (u(k)ℓ , p(k)ℓ ), ∀ k = 0, . . . , ν1 − 1.
(2) Coarse grid correction: set
Rℓ(vℓ, qℓ) = Fℓ(vℓ, qℓ)− Bℓ
(
(u
(ν1)
ℓ , p
(ν1)
ℓ ), (vℓ, qℓ)
)
, ∀ (vℓ, qℓ) ∈ Vℓ ×Qℓ,
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and let (w¯ℓ−1, r¯ℓ−1) ∈ Vℓ−1 ×Qℓ−1 satisfy
(6) Bℓ−1((w¯ℓ−1, r¯ℓ−1), (vℓ−1, qℓ−1)) = Rℓ(vℓ−1, qℓ−1),
for all (vℓ−1, qℓ−1) ∈ Vℓ−1 ×Qℓ−1.
If ℓ = 1, solve equation eq. (6) exactly and set (wℓ−1, rℓ−1) = (w¯ℓ−1, r¯ℓ−1).
If ℓ > 1, compute an approximation (wℓ−1, rℓ−1) to (w¯ℓ−1, r¯ℓ−1) by applying γ steps of
the multigrid algorithm at level ℓ− 1 applied to eq. (6) with initial guess (w(0)ℓ−1, r(0)ℓ−1) = 0.
Set
(7) (u
(ν1+1)
ℓ , p
(ν1+1)
ℓ ) = (u
(ν1)
ℓ , p
(ν1)
ℓ ) + (wℓ−1, rℓ−1).
(3) Post-smoothing: compute (u
(ν+1)
ℓ , p
(ν+1)
ℓ ) by an iterative method of the form
(u
(k+1)
ℓ , p
(k+1)
ℓ ) = S∗ℓ (u(k)ℓ , p(k)ℓ ), ∀ k = ν1 + 1, . . . , ν1 + ν2 = ν.
Set (u
(ν+1)
ℓ , p
(ν+1)
ℓ ) as the next iterate after one step of the multigrid method.
Recall, for γ = 1 we obtain the V -cycle and for γ = 2 the W -cycle.
For the multigrid convergence analysis of saddle point problems we follow the standard ap-
proach. We refer to [17] as a general reference and to [8, 29] for the approach adapted to saddle
point problems. In the particular case of the Stokes problem we refer e.g. to [9, 26, 31]. This
approach is based on the introduction of an appropriate mesh-dependent norm on the product
space, denoted by
‖(vℓ, qℓ)‖0,ℓ ∀ (vℓ, qℓ) ∈ Vℓ ×Qℓ.
The choice of this norm depends on the particular saddle point problem and its approximation
spaces, this will be discussed in section 5. Associated with this norm and the bilinear form of the
discrete problem a second mesh-dependent norm is introduced by
(8) ‖(wℓ, rℓ)‖2,ℓ = sup
06=(vℓ,qℓ)∈Vℓ×Qℓ
Bℓ((wℓ, rℓ), (vℓ, qℓ))
‖(vℓ, qℓ)‖0,ℓ ∀ (wℓ, rℓ) ∈ Vℓ ×Qℓ.
For simplicity, we restrict in this article the convergence analysis of multigrid methods to the
case of pre-smoothing only, i.e. ν2 = 0. The crucial properties for the convergence analysis are
the smoothing property
(9) ‖(u(ν)ℓ , p(ν)ℓ )− (uℓ, pℓ)‖2,ℓ ≤ cS η(ν) ‖(u(0)ℓ , p(0)ℓ )− (uℓ, pℓ)‖0,ℓ
and the approximation property
(10) ‖(u¯(ν+1)ℓ , p¯(ν+1)ℓ )− (uℓ, pℓ)‖0,ℓ ≤ cA ‖(u(ν)ℓ , p(ν)ℓ )− (uℓ, pℓ)‖2,ℓ
with
(11) (u¯
(ν+1)
ℓ , p¯
(ν+1)
ℓ ) = (u
(ν)
ℓ , p
(ν)
ℓ ) + (w¯ℓ−1, r¯ℓ−1),
where (w¯ℓ−1, r¯ℓ−1) is the exact solution of the coarse grid correction equation eq. (6). The constants
cS and cA, and the function η(ν) are supposed to be independent of the level ℓ and
η(ν)→ 0 as ν →∞.
Recall, if eq. (7) is replaced by eq. (11) in the original multigrid method from above, one obtains
the (non-recursive) two-grid method, which involves only two levels of the discretization, level ℓ
and the next coarser level ℓ−1. It is immediately clear that smoothing property and approximation
property imply the convergence of the two-grid method with contraction rate q = cA cS η(ν) < 1
uniformly in ℓ provided the number of smoothing steps ν is sufficiently large.
The uniform convergence of the original multigrid method for γ = 2 (W -cycle) follows then
by standard arguments, see [17], but as it is typical for this approach, it requires regularity
assumptions.
Remark 1. For the extension of the convergence analysis to the general case which includes
post-smoothing, i.e. ν2 6= 0, we refer to [17, Subsection 6.1.5].
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2.2. Matrix-vector notation. Let (vℓ, qℓ) ∈ Vℓ×Qℓ, and denote the dimensions by nℓ = dim Vℓ,
mℓ = dimQℓ. Then, the isomorphism (vℓ, qℓ) ↔ (vℓ, qℓ) ∈ Rnℓ × Rmℓ is valid, where the latter
denote the vectors of coefficients relative to given bases in Vℓ and Qℓ (typically the nodal bases in
case of finite element spaces).
Consequently, the discrete problem eq. (5) in matrix-vector notation reads as eq. (1), with
matrices Aℓ ∈ Rnℓ×nℓ , Bℓ ∈ Rmℓ×nℓ , Cℓ ∈ Rmℓ×mℓ , and vectors f ℓ ∈ Rnℓ , gℓ ∈ Rmℓ , additionally
indicated by the refinement level ℓ and defined by the discrete (bi-)linear forms.
For the mesh-dependent norm ‖(vℓ, qℓ)‖0,ℓ, used in the convergence analysis, we assume that it
is represented by a symmetric and positive definite matrix Lℓ ∈ R(nℓ+mℓ)×(nℓ+mℓ) as
(12) ‖yℓ‖0,ℓ = 〈Lℓyℓ,yℓ〉1/2 ≡ ‖yℓ‖Lℓ with yℓ = (vℓ, qℓ), yℓ =
[
vℓ
qℓ
]
,
where 〈., .〉 denotes the Euclidean inner product. For the associated Euclidean norm of vectors
as well as for the spectral norm of matrices, the symbol ‖ · ‖ is used. Hence, the second mesh-
dependent norm has the following representation
(13) ‖zℓ‖2,ℓ = sup
06=y
ℓ
∈Rnℓ+mℓ
〈Aℓzℓ,yℓ〉
‖yℓ‖Lℓ
with zℓ = (wℓ, rℓ), zℓ =
[
wℓ
rℓ
]
.
Furthermore, we use throughout the article the following notation. For symmetric matrices M
and N : N > M iff N −M is positive definite, and N ≥M iff N −M is positive semi-definite.
3. Several classes of block smoothers
In the following, we introduce several classes of iterative methods as candidates for the smooth-
ing procedure and discuss their relations. Here and in the next section, we drop the index ℓ
identifying the level of discretization for sake of simplicity.
For the smoothing procedure, we consider iterative methods of the form eq. (2), where P
is addressed as preconditioner. In particular, we discuss preconditioners with the same block
structure as the system matrix A and follow a similar classification as given in [21].
The first three classes are indefinite block diagonal, lower and upper block triangular precondi-
tioners
Pd =
[
Aˆ 0
0 −Sˆ
]
, Pℓ =
[
Aˆ 0
B −Sˆ
]
and Pu = P⊤ℓ =
[
Aˆ⊤ B⊤
0 −Sˆ⊤
]
.
Here, Aˆ and Sˆ denote non-singular approximations of A and the Schur complement S = C +
BA−1B⊤, respectively. In the context of a smoothing procedure for multigrid methods we typi-
cally think of approximations Aˆ and Sˆ representing simple iterative methods like the Richardson
method, the Jacobi or the forward, backward or symmetric Gauss–Seidel methods, although there
is no special restriction of this kind in the forthcoming smoothing analysis.
The iterative method eq. (2) with P = Pℓ is called an inexact Uzawa method. The choice
P = Pu in eq. (2) corresponds to the associated adjoint iterative method, see, e.g., [18] for the
general concept of adjoint iterative methods.
Motivated by the exact block factorization of A for non-singular A given by
(14) A =
[
I 0
BA−1 I
] [
A 0
0 −S
] [
I A−1B⊤
0 I
]
,
with the same approximations Aˆ for A in the block triangular and the block diagonal terms, leads
to the fourth class of block approximate factorization preconditioners of the form
Pf =
[
I 0
BAˆ−1 I
] [
Aˆ 0
0 −Sˆ
] [
I Aˆ−1B⊤
0 I
]
.
Using instead different approximations for the block triangular and the block diagonal terms in
eq. (14), motivates the class of symmetric block preconditioners
Ps =
[
I 0
BAˆ−1 I
] [
Aˆs 0
0 −Sˆ
] [
I Aˆ−⊤B⊤
0 I
]
with Aˆs = Aˆ(Aˆ+ Aˆ
⊤ −A)−1Aˆ⊤.
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Notice, the last class can be also motivated by the symmetric preconditioner Psym, resulting
from the product iteration of the inexact Uzawa method and its adjoint iterative method, which
is given by the condition
I − P−1symA = (I − P−1u A)(I − P−1ℓ A),
and is equivalent to
Psym = Pℓ(Pℓ + Pu −A)−1Pu,
see, e.g., [18] for the general concept of symmetric iterative methods. The symmetric precondi-
tioner can then be expressed by
Psym =
[
I 0
BAˆ−1 I
] [
Aˆs 0
0 −Sˆs
] [
I Aˆ−⊤B⊤
0 I
]
,
with Aˆs = Aˆ(Aˆ + Aˆ
⊤ − A)−1Aˆ⊤ and Sˆs = Sˆ(Sˆ + Sˆ⊤ − C)−1Sˆ⊤. Observe that Psym does not
explicitly depend on the matrix Sˆ but only on Sˆs. Replacing Sˆs by a general approximation (with
a slight abuse of notation again denoted by) Sˆ leads to Ps, which in this sense is more general
than Psym.
Observe, all five classes Pd, Pℓ, Pu, Pf , and Ps for A depend on the choice of the two matrices
Aˆ and Sˆ. When necessary, we will explicitly express this by using Aˆ and Sˆ as arguments. In
particular, we will use the notations Pℓ(Aˆ, Sˆ) and Ps(Aˆ, Sˆ). Throughout the paper it is assumed
for all five classes that:
• Aˆ is non-singular and Sˆ is symmetric and positive definite,
• in the case of Ps we assume additionally that
Aˆ+ Aˆ⊤ > A,
which ensures that Aˆs is symmetric and positive definite.
• in case of Pd, Pℓ, Pu, and Pf we additionally assume that Aˆ is symmetric and positive
definite.
3.1. Relation of the smoothers. Let us briefly discuss the relation of the iterative method
eq. (2) for the different choices of P , as previously introduced. For the computational efficiency
of a multigrid method, low computational costs for the smoothing procedure are an essential
factor. Besides the evaluation of the residual which, in each step, roughly costs one matrix-vector
multiplication for each of the matrices A, B, B⊤ and C, the additional costs are different for the
different classes. One step of eq. (2) with P = Pd reads
uk+1 = uk + Aˆ
−1(f −Auk −B⊤pk),
pk+1 = pk − Sˆ−1(g −Buk + Cpk),
and one step of the inexact Uzawa method P = Pℓ reads
uk+1 = uk + Aˆ
−1(f −Auk −B⊤pk),
pk+1 = pk − Sˆ−1(g −Buk+1 + Cpk).
Consequently, the computational costs of Pℓ are roughly identical with those of the block diagonal
version Pd. The same is true for the adjoint inexact Uzawa method P = Pu. Let us consider now
P = Pf , where one step of the method reads
u∗ = uk + Aˆ
−1(f − Auk −B⊤pk),
pk+1 = pk − Sˆ−1(g −Bu∗ + Cpk),
uk+1 = uk + Aˆ
−1(f − Auk −B⊤pk+1).
Note that the computation can be arranged in such a way that, compared to the block diagonal
and block triangular version, it costs one extra matrix-vector multiplication with Aˆ−1. Finally,
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one step for P = Ps reads
u∗ = uk + Aˆ
−1(f −Auk −B⊤pk),
pk+1 = pk − Sˆ−1(g −Bu∗ + Cpk),
uk+1 = u∗ + Aˆ
−⊤(f −Au∗ −B⊤pk+1).
In contrast to the case P = Pf the intermediate value u∗ enters the third line.
At first sight it might look that Ps is the most costly scheme. Let us discuss this in more detail
in the following remark.
Remark 2. We consider Aˆ⊤ and Aˆs, e.g. the associated matrices of the backward- and the
symmetric Gauss–Seidel method. Several compositions of Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ) and Ps(Aˆ⊤, Sˆ) differ only in
the first and last step of the application by Aˆ, see fig. 1 for illustration. This suggests, that the
methods are closely related to each other. We will employ this fact in the analysis of the smoothing
property.
Moreover, in the implementation of Ps(Aˆ⊤, Sˆ) the calculation of f − B⊤pk+1 in the residual
for the next iteration can be avoided and thus the computational cost can be reduced. Note, this
idea can be also applied in the case of P = Pf .
Aˆ Aˆ⊤ Sˆ Aˆ Aˆ⊤ Sˆ · · · Aˆ Aˆ⊤ Sˆ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ) = = Ps(Aˆ⊤, Sˆ)︷ ︸︸ ︷
Aˆ⊤ Sˆ Aˆ Aˆ⊤ Sˆ Aˆ · · · Aˆ⊤ Sˆ Aˆ
Figure 1. Sequence of matrices whose inverse are applied for ν steps, illustrating
the relation of Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ) and Ps(Aˆ⊤, Sˆ).
Remark 3. For solving saddle point problems also the Braess–Sarazin smoother [6] is applicable,
which is defined by
PBS =
[
Dα B
⊤
B −C
]
,
where Dα = α diagA with α ∈ R. One step of the iterative scheme eq. (2) with P = PBS then
reads
u∗ = uk +D
−1
α (f −Auk −B⊤pk),
pk+1 = pk − (C +BD−1α B⊤)−1(g −Bu∗ + Cpk),
uk+1 = uk +D
−1
α (f −Auk −B⊤pk+1).
Thus this method is a special variant of the block approximate factorization scheme with P = Pf ,
where Aˆ = Dα and Sˆ = C +BD
−1
α B
⊤.
4. The smoothing property
In this section, we present a unified analysis of the smoothing property eq. (9) for the individual
schemes. We do so by using a mesh-dependent norm, which is represented by a symmetric and
positive definite matrix L. Recall the index ℓ, indicating the level of discretization is neglected.
Firstly, we introduce the iteration matrix (or error propagation matrix) associated with the
iterative method eq. (2) by
M = I − P−1A.
In particular, for the five classes, the corresponding iteration matrices are denoted by Md, Mℓ,
Mu, Mf , and Ms.
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For some matrix K ∈ R(n+m)×(n+m), we denote the norm of the bilinear 〈Kz,y〉 by
‖K‖L×L = sup
06=z,y∈Rn+m
〈Kz,y〉
‖z‖L‖y‖L .
Using eq. (12) and eq. (13) the smoothing property eq. (9) can be rewritten in matrix-vector
notation as
‖AMν‖L×L ≤ cS η(ν).
The following lemmata provide helpful estimates for the forthcoming analysis of the smoothing
property.
Lemma 4. Let M = XMX−1 for some non-singular matrix X . Then there hold the estimates
(15) ‖AMν‖L×L ≤ ‖(I −M)Mν‖ ‖X−⊤PX−1‖ ‖X⊤X‖L×L,
and
(16) ‖AMν‖L×L ≤ ‖(I −M)Mν−1‖ ‖X−⊤(P −A)X−1‖ ‖X⊤X‖L×L.
Proof. Since A = P(I −M), it follows that
AMν = P(I −M)Mν = PX−1(I −M)MνX .
Therefore, for all z,y ∈ Rn+m holds
〈AMνz,y〉 = 〈PX−1(I −M)MνXz,y〉 = 〈(I −M)MνXz,X−⊤P⊤X−1Xy〉
≤ ‖(I −M)Mν‖ ‖Xz‖ ‖X−⊤P⊤X−1‖ ‖Xy‖.
The rest of the proof of eq. (15) follows directly from ‖K‖ = ‖K⊤‖ and the estimate
‖Xw‖2 = 〈X⊤Xw,w〉 ≤ ‖X⊤X‖L×L ‖w‖2L.
The second estimate eq. (16) is obtained in the same way as before with the identity AM =
(P −A)(I −M). 
Observe that the first two factors on the right-hand sides of eq. (15) and eq. (16) do not depen-
dent on the specific norm represented by L. Only the third factor depends on the particular choice
of L. For estimating the first factor the following abstract result is helpful, see [26, Theorem 2]
for the proof.
Theorem 5. Assume that a matrix K ∈ R(n+m)×(n+m) is of the form
K = Q⊤NQ with N =
[
I −V ⊤
V I
]−1
,
for some matrices V ∈ Rm×n and Q ∈ R(n+m)×(n+m) with ‖Q‖ ≤ 1. Then there holds
‖(I −K)Kν‖ ≤ η(ν),
with
η(ν) =
1
2ν
(
ν
⌊(ν + 1)/2⌋
)
≤

√
2
πν
for even ν,√
2
π(ν + 1)
for odd ν,
where
(
ν
ℓ
)
denotes the binomial coefficient and ⌊x⌋ denotes the largest integer smaller than or equal
to x ∈ R.
The function η(ν) represents the smoothing rate. In the following, we present sufficient condi-
tions for the assumptions on the matrix K, which makes the results of theorem 5 more directly
accessible than in [26].
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Corollary 6. Assume that a matrix K is of the form
K =
[
M R⊤
−R N
]
,
with symmetric and positive definite matrices M and N . If
λmax(SM ) ≤ 1 and λmax(SN ) ≤ 1,
for the primal and dual Schur complements
SM =M +R
⊤N−1R and SN = N +RM
−1R⊤,
then there holds with the same η as in theorem 5 the estimate
‖(I −K)Kν‖ ≤ η(ν).
Proof. Observe that the inverse of K has the representation
K−1 =
[
S−1M −W⊤
W S−1N
]
=
[
S
−1/2
M 0
0 S
−1/2
N
][
I −V ⊤
V I
] [
S
−1/2
M 0
0 S
−1/2
N
]
,
with W = S−1N RM
−1 = N−1RS−1M and V = S
−1/2
N RM
−1S
1/2
M = S
1/2
N N
−1RS
−1/2
M . Consequently,
the matrix K has the factorization
K =
[
S
1/2
M 0
0 S
1/2
N
] [
I −V ⊤
V I
]−1 [
S
1/2
M 0
0 S
1/2
N
]
.
The rest of the proof follows then from theorem 5. 
In the forthcoming subsections we present the analysis of the smoothing property for the indi-
vidual smoothers, which relies on the results of theorem 5 and corollary 6.
4.1. Block diagonal preconditioners. For the iteration matrix in the case P = Pd we obtain
the following product representation
Md = P−1d (Pd −A) =
[
Aˆ−1(Aˆ−A) −Aˆ−1B⊤
Sˆ−1B Sˆ−1(Sˆ − C)
]
= X−1d MdXd,
with
(17) Xd =
[
Aˆ1/2 0
0 Sˆ1/2
]
and Md =
[
I − Aˆ−1/2AAˆ−1/2 −Aˆ−1/2B⊤Sˆ−1/2
Sˆ−1/2BAˆ−1/2 I − Sˆ−1/2CSˆ−1/2
]
.
This is helpful for obtaining the following result.
Theorem 7. Assume that A and C are symmetric and positive definite. If Aˆ and Sˆ are symmetric
and positive definite matrices satisfying
Aˆ ≥ A+B⊤C−1B and Sˆ ≥ C +BA−1B⊤,
then there holds the smoothing property
‖A(Md)ν‖L×L ≤ η(ν) ‖Dd‖L×L with Dd =
[
Aˆ 0
0 Sˆ
]
.
Proof. It is easy to see that the diagonal blocks of Md are positive definite iff
(18) Aˆ > A and Sˆ > C.
Then the primal and dual Schur complements of Md are given by
SM = I − Aˆ−1/2AAˆ−1/2 + Aˆ−1/2B⊤(Sˆ − C)−1BAˆ−1/2,
SN = I − Sˆ−1/2CSˆ−1/2 + Sˆ−1/2B(Aˆ−A)−1B⊤Sˆ−1/2.
The condition λmax(SM ) ≤ 1 of corollary 6 leads to the inequality B⊤(Sˆ − C)−1B ≤ A which is
equivalent to
(19) C +BA−1B⊤ ≤ Sˆ.
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The analogous argument holds for SN and leads to the condition
(20) A+B⊤C−1B ≤ Aˆ.
So, if eq. (18), eq. (20), and eq. (19) are satisfied, then it follows from lemma 4 and corollary 6
that
‖A(Md)ν‖L×L ≤ η(ν) ‖X−⊤d PdX−1d ‖ ‖X⊤d Xd‖L×L.
A simple closure argument implies that this inequality is also valid, if eq. (18) is replaced by Aˆ ≥ A
and Sˆ ≥ C which follow from eq. (20), and eq. (19) anyway. Finally, we have
X−⊤d PdX−1d = J with J =
[
I 0
0 −I
]
and X⊤d Xd = Dd,
and, therefore ‖X−⊤d PdX−1d ‖ = 1, which completes the proof. 
4.2. Block approximate factorization preconditioners. The analysis of the smoothing prop-
erty for the case P = Pf was already covered in [26]. We briefly recall the obtained results for
completeness with the notations of this paper. From section 3 we have
Pf =
[
Aˆ B⊤
B BAˆ−1B⊤ − Sˆ
]
,
for which we obtain the following result, see [26] for the proof.
Theorem 8. If Aˆ and Sˆ are symmetric and positive definite matrices satisfying
(21) Aˆ ≥ A and Sˆ ≥ C +BAˆ−1B⊤,
then there holds the smoothing property
‖A(Mf )ν‖L×L ≤ η(ν − 1) ‖Df‖L×L with Df =
[
Aˆ−A 0
0 Sˆ − (C +BAˆ−1B⊤)
]
.
4.3. Symmetric block preconditioners. Next we consider the new class of symmetric block
matrices P = Ps. We recall from section 3 that in this case we assume Aˆ + Aˆ⊤ > A, in order
to guarantee that Aˆs = Aˆ(Aˆ + Aˆ
⊤ − A)−1Aˆ⊤ is well-defined. It is easy to see that the following
factorization holds
Ps = X⊤s JXs with J =
[
I 0
0 −I
]
, Ds =
[
Aˆs 0
0 Sˆ
]
, Xs = D1/2s
[
I Aˆ−⊤B⊤
0 I
]
.
For the iteration matrix Ms = I − P−1s A, we obtain then
Ms = X−1s MsXs,
with Ms = XsMsX−1s = I −XsP−1s AX−1s = I − JX−⊤s AX−1s .
Theorem 9. Assume that A is symmetric and positive definite. If the matrix Sˆ is symmetric and
positive definite and if Aˆ and Sˆ satisfy
(22) Aˆ+ Aˆ⊤ > A and Sˆ ≥ C +BA−1B⊤,
then there holds the smoothing property
‖A (Ms)ν‖L×L ≤ η(ν) ‖X⊤s Xs‖L×L.
Proof. By elementary calculations we obtain the factorization
Ms = D−1/2s
[
Aˆs −A −(I −AAˆ−⊤)B⊤
B(I − Aˆ−1A) Sˆ − C −BAˆ−1r B⊤
]
D−1/2s ,
with Aˆr = Aˆ
⊤(Aˆ + Aˆ⊤ − A)−1Aˆ. Elementary calculations show that the inverse of Aˆr has the
representation
(23)
Aˆ−1r = (I − Aˆ−1A)(Aˆs −A)−1(I −AAˆ−⊤)
= A−1 − (I − Aˆ−1A)A−1(I −AAˆ−⊤).
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First, let us assume that
Aˆ+ Aˆ⊤ > A, ker(Aˆ−A) = {0}, and Sˆ > C +BA−1B⊤.
Then we conclude from the identity I − Aˆ−1s A = (I − Aˆ−⊤A)(I − Aˆ−1A) that
Aˆs −A = (Aˆ⊤ −A)(Aˆ+ Aˆ⊤ −A)−1(Aˆ−A) > 0,
and
Sˆ − C −BAˆ−1r B⊤ ≥ Sˆ − C −BA−1B⊤ > 0,
since Aˆr = A+ (Aˆ−A)(Aˆ + Aˆ⊤ −A)−1(Aˆ⊤ −A) ≥ A is satisfied. Therefore the diagonal blocks
of Ms are positive definite.
Consequently, the primal and dual Schur complements SM and SN of Ms read
SM = Aˆ
−1/2
s
{
Aˆs −A+ (I −AAˆ−⊤)B⊤
[
Sˆ − C −BAˆ−1r B⊤
]−1
B(I − Aˆ−1A)
}
Aˆ−1/2s ,
SN = Sˆ
−1/2
{
Sˆ − C −BAˆ−1r B⊤ +B(I − Aˆ−1A)(Aˆs −A)−1(I −AAˆ−⊤)B⊤
}
Sˆ−1/2.
The conditions λmax(SM ) ≤ 1 and λmax(SN ) ≤ 1 of corollary 6 reduce to the inequalities
(I −AAˆ−⊤)B⊤
[
Sˆ − C −BAˆ−1r B⊤
]−1
B(I − Aˆ−1A) ≤ A,
and
B(I − Aˆ−1A)(Aˆs −A)−1(I −AAˆ−⊤)B⊤ ≤ C +BAˆ−1r B⊤.
Due to eq. (23), the second inequality is always satisfied since it simplifies to C ≥ 0, which trivially
holds. The first inequality can be rewritten as
B⊤
[
Sˆ − C −BAˆ−1r B⊤
]−1
B ≤ (I −AAˆ−⊤)−1A(I − Aˆ−1A)−1,
which is equivalent to
B(I − Aˆ−1A)A−1(I −AAˆ−⊤)B⊤ ≤ Sˆ − C −BAˆ−1r B⊤.
Applying the identity eq. (23), this inequality simplifies to S ≤ Sˆ. The corresponding results
under the slightly weaker conditions in eq. (22) follow by a closure argument.
Now we can apply corollary 6. Using the fact that X−⊤s PsX−1s = J and lemma 4 lead to the
desired result. 
Remark 10. Let the assumptions of theorem 9 be satisfied and assume additionally that, there
exists a constant c such that
Aˆs ≤ c (Aˆ+ Aˆ⊤ −A).
Then we conclude the estimate
BAˆ−1AˆsAˆ
−⊤B⊤ = B(Aˆ+ Aˆ⊤ −A)−1B⊤ ≤ cBAˆ−1s B⊤ ≤ cBA−1B⊤ ≤ c S ≤ c Sˆ.
By a simple eigenvalue analysis of the generalized eigenvalue problem X⊤s Xsz = λDsz one obtains
X⊤s Xs ≤ c¯Ds with c¯ = 1+ c/2 +
√
c2/4 + c,
which leads to the estimate
‖A (Ms)ν‖L×L ≤ c¯ η(ν) ‖Ds‖L×L with Ds =
[
Aˆs 0
0 Sˆ
]
.
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4.4. Block triangular preconditioners. Finally, we consider block triangular caseP = Pℓ(Aˆ, Sˆ),
where we employ the results of the previous subsection. Recall, from section 3, both Aˆ and Sˆ are
assumed to be symmetric and positive definite.
It is easy to verify that for given Aˆ there exists a non-singular matrix Hˆ such that
Aˆ = Hˆs with Hˆs = Hˆ(Hˆ + Hˆ
⊤ −A)−1Hˆ⊤ and Hˆ + Hˆ⊤ > A.
For example, the matrix Hˆ = Aˆ+Aˆ1/2(I−Aˆ−1/2AAˆ−1/2)1/2Aˆ1/2 satisfies these conditions. Notice,
Pℓ(Aˆ, Sˆ) = Pℓ(Hˆs, Sˆ) is strongly related to Ps(Hˆ⊤, Sˆ), as already indicated in remark 2. For the
corresponding iteration matrices Mℓ(Hˆs, Sˆ) and Ms(Hˆ⊤, Sˆ) we obtain the following result.
Lemma 11. Let ν ∈ N, and define for some non-singular P ∈ Rn×n, R ∈ Rm×m
M1(P ) =
[
I − P−1A −P−1B⊤
0 I
]
and M2(R) =
[
I 0
R−1B I −R−1C
]
.
Then the iteration matrices satisfy the following relation(
Mℓ(Hˆs, Sˆ)
)ν
=M2(Sˆ)M1(Hˆ⊤)
(
Ms(Hˆ⊤, Sˆ)
)ν−1
M1(Hˆ).
Proof. For the iteration matrices we have the representations
Mℓ(Hˆs, Sˆ) =M2(Sˆ)M1(Hˆ⊤)M1(Hˆ), Ms(Hˆ⊤, Sˆ) =M1(Hˆ)M2(Sˆ)M1(Hˆ⊤).
The result follows then easily by rearranging the terms. 
This simple lemma allows to use the already analyzed smoothing properties for the symmetric
Uzawa method Ps to analyze the block triangular case Pℓ(Aˆ, Sˆ).
Theorem 12. Assume that A is symmetric and positive definite. Let Aˆ and Sˆ be symmetric and
positive definite matrices satisfying
(24) Aˆ ≥ A and Sˆ ≥ C +BA−1B⊤,
then there holds the smoothing property
‖A(Mℓ)ν‖L×L ≤
√
2 η(ν − 1) ‖Dd‖L×L with Dd =
[
Aˆ 0
0 Sˆ
]
.
Proof. By applying lemma 11 we obtain for Pℓ = Pℓ(Aˆ, Sˆ),Mℓ =Mℓ(Aˆ, Sˆ) andMs =Ms(Hˆ⊤, Sˆ)
the identity
A(Mℓ)ν = Pℓ(I −Mℓ)(Mℓ)ν = PℓM2(Sˆ)M1(Hˆ⊤) (I −Ms)(Ms)ν−1M1(Hˆ).
For the same similarity transformation as in the proof of theorem 9 but with Aˆ replaced by Hˆ⊤,
we obtain
Ms = X˜sMsX˜−1s with X˜s = D˜1/2s
[
I Hˆ−1B⊤
0 I
]
, D˜s =
[
(Hˆ⊤)s 0
0 Sˆ
]
,
which implies
Pℓ(I −Mℓ)(Mℓ)ν = V⊤ (I −Ms)(Ms)ν−1 U ,
with U = X˜sM1(Hˆ) and V⊤ = PℓM2(Sˆ)M1(Hˆ⊤) X˜−1s . Hence, we conclude for all z,y ∈ Rn+m
the estimate
〈Pℓ(I −Mℓ)(Mℓ)νz,y〉 = 〈(I −Ms)(Ms)ν−1 Uz,Vy〉
≤ ‖(I −Ms)(Ms)ν−1‖ ‖Uz‖ ‖Vy‖.
In order to estimate the last two terms we consider the products. Elementary computations show
that
U⊤U =
[
Aˆ−A 0
0 Sˆ
]
and V⊤V =
[
Aˆ−A+B⊤Sˆ−1B B⊤Sˆ−1(Sˆ − C)
(Sˆ − C)Sˆ−1B (Sˆ − C)Sˆ−1(Sˆ − C)
]
,
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for which the following estimates hold
U⊤U ≤
[
Aˆ 0
0 Sˆ
]
= Dd,
and
V⊤V =
[
Aˆ−A 0
0 0
]
+
[
B⊤ 0
0 Sˆ − C
] [
Sˆ−1 Sˆ−1
Sˆ−1 Sˆ−1
] [
B 0
0 Sˆ − C
]
≤
[
Aˆ−A 0
0 0
]
+ 2
[
B⊤Sˆ−1B 0
0 (Sˆ − C)Sˆ−1(Sˆ − C)
]
≤
[
Aˆ+A 0
0 2Sˆ
]
≤ 2Dd.
This implies
‖Uz‖2 ≤ 〈Ddz, z〉 ≤ ‖Dd‖L×L‖z‖2L and ‖Vy‖2 ≤ 〈2Ddy,y〉 ≤ 2 ‖Dd‖L×L‖y‖2L.
Finally, we estimate the term ‖(I −Ms)(Ms)ν−1‖ by applying corollary 6 which leads to
〈Pℓ(I −Mℓ)(Mℓ)νz,y〉 ≤
√
2 η(ν − 1)‖Dd‖L×L‖z‖L‖y‖L,
and thus the proof is completed. 
Remark 13. The same smoothing property as in theorem 12 can be shown for P = Pu. The proof
is completely analogous.
Remark 14. Compare the conditions on A of theorem 8 with those of theorems 7, 9 and 12 and
observe that P = Pf is the only class, for which the smoothing property could be shown under
assumptions which do not necessarily require a non-singular matrix A.
5. Application to the Stokes problem and numerical results
In this section, we apply the iterative method eq. (2) with the individual preconditioners Pℓ,
Pu, Pf , and Ps as smoothers in the context of multigrid methods with application to the Stokes
problem. Numerical results demonstrate robustness and efficiency of the methods.
Let us denote by Ω ⊂ R3 a polyhedral domain. For a given forcing term f ∈ L2(Ω)3, the Stokes
problem with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions reads as
(25)
−∆u+∇p = f in Ω,
div u = 0 in Ω,
u = 0 on ∂Ω.
Here, u denotes the fluid velocity, and p the pressure. Note, the pressure is only well-defined
up to an additive constant, thus we exclude those by 〈p, 1〉Ω = 0, which motivates the space
L20(Ω) = {q ∈ L2(Ω) : 〈q, 1〉Ω = 0} for the pressure. Here, 〈·, ·〉Ω denotes the inner product in
L2(Ω). For the existence and uniqueness of a solution (u, p) of eq. (25) in V ×Q = H10 (Ω)3×L20(Ω),
see, e.g., [11, 12, 14].
Based on an initial triangulation, we construct a sequence of meshes T = {Tℓ}ℓ≥0 by successive
uniform refinement, ℓ denotes the refinement level. For the discretization we use linear finite
elements, i.e., for a given mesh Tℓ ∈ T we define the function space of piecewise linear and
globally continuous functions by S1ℓ (Ω) = {v ∈ C(Ω) : v|T ∈ P1(T ), ∀T ∈ Tℓ}. The discrete finite
element spaces for velocity and pressure are then given by
Vℓ = [S
1
ℓ (Ω) ∩H10 (Ω)]3, Qℓ = S1ℓ (Ω) ∩ L20(Ω).
Since this finite element pair does not satisfy the discrete inf–sup condition we need to stabilize
the method. Here, we consider the standard PSPG stabilization, see, e.g., [10]. This approach
leads to finding (uℓ, pℓ) ∈ Vℓ×Qℓ such that eq. (5) is satisfied, where the bilinear and linear forms
are given by
a(u, v) = 〈∇u,∇v〉Ω, b(u, q) = −〈div u, q〉Ω, f(v) = 〈f, v〉Ω.
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Furthermore, the level-dependent stabilization terms cℓ(·, ·) and gℓ(·) are given by
cℓ(pℓ, qℓ) =
∑
T∈Tℓ
δT h
2
T 〈∇pℓ,∇qℓ〉T , gℓ(qℓ) = −
∑
T∈Tℓ
δT h
2
T 〈f,∇qℓ〉T ,
where hT = (
∫
T
dx)1/3 denotes the local mesh size of the element T ∈ Tℓ. The stabilization
parameter δT > 0 has to be chosen carefully, according to [12], δT = 1/12 is a good choice in
practice.
5.1. The approximation property. As pointed out in section 2 we need to specify the L2-like
norm which depends on the Stokes problem. Therefore, let hℓ = minT∈Tℓ hT denote the mesh size
of Tℓ. For the mesh-depending norm on Vℓ ×Qℓ we choose
(26) ‖(vℓ, qℓ)‖0,ℓ =
(
h−2ℓ ‖vℓ‖2L2(Ω) + ‖qℓ‖2L2(Ω)
)1/2
,
and assume that
(27) ‖(vℓ, qℓ)‖0,ℓ ∼
(‖vℓ‖2l2 + ‖qℓ‖2l2)1/2 ,
which can be always achieved by suitable scaling of the bases in Vℓ and Qℓ. The associated second
mesh-dependent norm ‖(vℓ, qℓ)‖2,ℓ is then defined according to eq. (8).
Observe that
(u¯
(ν+1)
ℓ , p¯
(ν+1)
ℓ )− (uℓ, pℓ) = [I − P ℓ−1ℓ ][(u(ν)ℓ , p(ν)ℓ )− (uℓ, pℓ)],
where P ℓ−1ℓ : Vℓ ×Qℓ → Vℓ−1 ×Qℓ−1 is defined by
Bℓ−1(P ℓ−1ℓ (wℓ, rℓ), (vℓ−1, qℓ−1)) = Bℓ((wℓ, rℓ), (vℓ−1, qℓ−1)),
for all (wℓ, rℓ) ∈ Vℓ ×Qℓ and (vℓ−1, qℓ−1) ∈ Vℓ−1 ×Qℓ−1. Therefore, the approximation property
eq. (10) for the Stokes problem is an immediate consequence of the following result.
Theorem 15. Assume that the solution of eq. (25) satisfies the regularity condition
(28) ‖u‖H2(Ω) + ‖p‖H1(Ω) ≤ cR ‖f‖L2(Ω).
Then we have
‖[I − P ℓ−1ℓ ](wℓ, rℓ)‖0,ℓ ≤ cA ‖(wℓ, rℓ)‖2,ℓ ∀(wℓ, rℓ) ∈ Vℓ ×Qℓ,
with a constant cA which is independent of the level ℓ.
For the proof of theorem 15 we refer to [8]. Several properties, see [8, Lemma 5.3], have to
be shown in order to archive the estimate. In particular, the boundedness and stability of the
continuous and discrete problem, inf–sup condition, discretization error estimates, and properties
of the intergrid-transfer operators are required. All of these properties are well-known or follow
directly from [10]. Only the stability of the discrete problem requires some extra effort. In [10]
stability was shown with respect to a related mesh-dependent norm. Then the required stability
in the standard norm follows easily by using the first step of Verfu¨rth’s trick [30]. We omit the
details.
5.2. The smoothing procedures. In the following, we discuss the smoothing procedures in
terms of numerical results. The matrix A, given by the bilinear form a(·, ·) on Vℓ×Vℓ, is symmetric
and positive definite. The lower triangular part, including the diagonal, of A is denoted by L.
Furthermore, let Mv and Mq denote the mass matrices on Vℓ and on Qℓ representing 〈uℓ, vℓ〉Ω and
〈pℓ, qℓ〉Ω, respectively. For the remaining part of the section, we set
Aˆ = L⊤, Aˆs = L(L+ L
⊤ −A)−1L⊤ and Sˆ = ω−1 diagMq,
where ω > 0 denotes the damping parameter.
Remark 16. If Aˆ, Aˆs and Sˆ are interpreted as preconditioners of a preconditioned Richardson
method, then Aˆ and Aˆs correspond to backward- and symmetric Gauss–Seidel method applied to
A, respectively. Moreover, Sˆ corresponds to the ω-damped Jacobi method applied to Mq.
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In order to satisfy the assumptions eq. (21), eq. (22), and eq. (24) of the theoretical results
obtained in section 4, the damping parameter ω has to satisfy the inequality
(29) λmax((diagMq)
−1(C +BX−1B⊤)) ≤ ω−1,
where X = Aˆs for Pf and X = A for Pℓ, Pu, Ps.
In order to finalize the convergence analysis we have to estimate the factors ‖Dd‖L×L, ‖Df‖L×L,
‖Ds‖L×L, which appeared in the analysis of the smoothing properties. Here, L denotes the matrix
which represents the mesh-dependent norm eq. (26), and is given by
L =
[
h−2ℓ Mv 0
0 Mq
]
.
Provided ω is not too small, i.e., there is a uniform constant cS with
(30) ω−1 ≤ cS λmax((diagMq)−1(C +BX−1B⊤)),
again with X = Aˆs for Pf and X = A for Pℓ, Pu, Ps. Then, we easily see by standard scaling
arguments that ‖Dd‖L×L, ‖Df‖L×L, and ‖Ds‖L×L are uniformly bounded. So, eventually, we
summarize the convergence analysis in the following result.
Theorem 17. Assume that the solution of the Stokes problem eq. (25) satisfies the regularity
condition eq. (28). Then the two grid method is a contraction with a uniform contraction rate for
all smoothing procedures discussed above which satisfy the associated scaling conditions eq. (29)
and eq. (30), respectively.
In the numerical test we use eq. (29) with X = Aˆs for all classes, in order to avoid working
with the computationally expensive exact Schur complement. The damping factor ω for Sˆ is
approximately computed by applying a few steps of the power method to the generalized eigenvalue
problem
(diagMq)
−1(C +BAˆ−1s B
⊤) q = λ q,(31)
on a coarse mesh.
5.3. Numerical results. In the following, we present several numerical experiments for the dif-
ferent Uzawa variants, and investigate also the computational costs. The computational domain
is Ω = (0, 1)3, where the coarse grid T0 consists of 384 elements (a mesh of 6 elements, twice
uniformly refined). From the generalized eigenvalue problem eq. (31) we obtain numerically the
value ω = 0.55849.
The computations are performed on an Intel Xeon CPU E3-1226 v3, 3.30GHz with 32 GB
memory. For the experiments only a single core is used, so that the timings do not realistically
represent the performance of the four-core CPU. To this end, we employ the hierarchical hybrid
grids (HHG) framework [4, 5, 15, 16] with the intra-node shared memory parallel execution being
disabled.
Remark 18. The damping parameter ω and the performance results differ in the case of degen-
erated elements, in particular when the tetrahedra have obtuse angles.
For all numerical results, the solution of the discretized problem is then obtained by applying
multigrid iterations. We first focus on W -cycles since they are covered by the theory. In the
following, we denote by ν the total number of smoothing steps, where the pre- and post-smoothing
steps are determined by ν−⌊ν/2⌋ and ⌊ν/2⌋, respectively. The initial guess (u0,p0)⊤ is a random
vector with values in [0, 1].
5.3.1. Smoothing rates and asymptotic convergence rates. In a first test, we study the smoothing
property of the individual methods numerically. Therefore, we evaluate the term ‖AMν‖L×L for
different smoothing steps ν ∈ N. Recall from theorem 5, the smoothing rate η(ν) ∼ ν−1/2. The
computations are performed on refinement level ℓ = 4 with approximately 106 degrees of freedom.
In fig. 2, we depict the results of the numerical smoothing rates. For the cases Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ),
Pu(Aˆs, Sˆ), Ps(Aˆs, Sˆ) and Ps(Aˆ, Sˆ) we observe that the smoothing rates are of order η(ν), as
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Figure 2. Smoothing rates for different Uzawa variants.
shown theoretically in section 4. Notice, in the case of the smoother Pf (Aˆs, Sˆ) a even slightly
higher smoothing rate of approximately O(ν−3/4) is observed.
Next, let us demonstrate the robustness with respect to the problem size of the considered meth-
ods. Therefore, we consider the trivial solution, i.e. homogeneous right-hand side and Dirichlet
datum, with a random initial vector as described above.
Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ) Ps(Aˆ, Sˆ)
ν ν
ℓ DoFs 1 2 4 6 8 1 2 4 6 8
1 1.4 · 103 0.857 0.816 0.554 0.418 0.319 0.857 0.739 0.549 0.418 0.319
2 1.4 · 104 0.857 0.741 0.556 0.420 0.320 0.857 0.741 0.556 0.420 0.319
3 1.2 · 105 0.857 0.740 0.556 0.420 0.319 0.857 0.740 0.556 0.420 0.320
4 1.0 · 106 0.857 0.737 0.556 0.420 0.320 0.857 0.738 0.556 0.420 0.320
5 8.2 · 106 0.857 0.736 0.556 0.420 0.319 0.857 0.737 0.555 0.420 0.320
6 6.6 · 107 0.857 0.736 0.556 0.420 0.320 0.857 0.736 0.555 0.420 0.320
Table 1. Asymptotic convergence rates for several refinement levels in case of
Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ) and Ps(Aˆ, Sˆ).
In table 1, we present asymptotic convergence rates for the W -cycles with respect to the norm
‖ · ‖L for Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ) and Ps(Aˆ, Sˆ) which include several smoothing steps ν and refinement levels
ℓ. We observe robustness with respect to the problem size for both cases. Also, the asymptotic
convergence rates for both cases almost agree. Comparable results are obtained for the remaining
variants Pi(Aˆs, Sˆ), i ∈ {u, f, s}, even though Pf (Aˆs, Sˆ) and Ps(Aˆs, Sˆ) have a better pre-asymptotic
behavior in the smoothing rate, cf. fig. 2. In particular, Ps(Aˆs, Sˆ) does not improve the asymptotic
convergence rate, and is thus only more costly.
5.3.2. Relative costs and time-to-solution. So far, we did not include the cost of the individual
smoothers in the results. In the following, we evaluate the costs of the smoothers and its corre-
sponding multigrid method. In particular, we aim to decide by means of the cost of the smoother
whether or not the corresponding multigrid method is expensive. Motivated from the fact that the
required number of iterations for solving up to a given tolerance ǫ is roughly given by log(ǫ)/ log(ρ),
where ρ denotes the convergence rate, we introduce the relative costs for the smoothers and multi-
grid methods by
cSMi (ν) =
ci(ν)
log(ηi(ν))
log(ηref)
cref
, cMGi (ν) =
c¯i(ν)
log(ρi(ν))
log(ρref)
c¯ref
,(32)
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where i ∈ {ℓ, u, f, s} indicates the method and for some to be specified reference configuration.
Here, ηi(ν) denotes the smoothing rate and ρi(ν) the multigrid convergence rate. Furthermore,
ci(ν) represents the costs of the particular smoother and c¯i(ν) additionally include the cost of
the residual calculation, within the multigrid method. The costs for the individual smoothers
are measured in terms of a matrix-vector multiplication with the system matrix A of the Stokes
system and is defined by 10 scalar matrix-vector multiplications, i.e. three for A, B⊤, B and one
for C.
In the following, we exemplarily introduce the costs for the cases Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ) and Ps(Aˆ, Sˆ), which
include the symmetric- and backward Gauss–Seidel, respectively. The costs for the other relevant
cases can be derived similarly. Within the Gauss–Seidel scheme the application of Aˆ−1 and A count
for three matrix-vector multiplications, since we have a vector-valued velocity. The application of
a damped Jacobi Sˆ−1 involves only the diagonal and thus has a negligible small costs. According
to section 3 the costs are then given as follows. For Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ) we obtain
cℓ(ν) = ν
13
10
, c¯ℓ(ν) = nˆ
(
ν
13
10
+ 1
)
,
and for Ps(Aˆ, Sˆ) we have
cs(ν) =
χ(ν)
10
, c¯s(ν) = nˆ
(
χ(ν)
10
+ 1
)
, with χ(ν) =
{
16ν for ν ≤ 2,
16 · 2 + 13(ν − 2) else.
Here, nˆ denotes the limit case of the number of all visits, weighted by 1/8 according to the level.
Since we are interested only in the relative cost, the value of nˆ is not important.
2 4 6 8 10
1
2
3
4
ν
cS
M
i
(ν
)
Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ)
Pu(Aˆs, Sˆ)
Pf (Aˆs, Sˆ)
Ps(Aˆs, Sˆ)
Ps(Aˆ, Sˆ)
Figure 3. Relative costs cSMi (ν) for different Uzawa variants.
In fig. 3, we present relative costs cSMi (ν) for different smoothing steps, where Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ) with
ν = 3 serves as the reference. We observe that the variants Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ), Pu(Aˆs, Sˆ) and Ps(Aˆ, Sˆ)
seem to incur the least cost and deliver quite similar results.
P \ ν 1 2 4 6
Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ) 1.467 (1.504) 1.158 (1.173) 1.042 (1.048) 1.000 (1.000)
Pu(Aˆs, Sˆ) 1.463 (1.502) 1.162 (1.176) 1.039 (1.043) 1.000 (0.999)
Pf (Aˆs, Sˆ) 2.041 (2.130) 1.737 (1.801) 1.542 (1.602) 1.481 (1.535)
Ps(Aˆs, Sˆ) 2.041 (2.049) 1.737 (1.725) 1.532 (1.508) 1.475 (1.447)
Ps(Aˆ, Sˆ) 1.657 (1.696) 1.352 (1.368) 1.141 (1.145) 1.070 (1.070)
Table 2. Relative costs cMGi (ν) for different Uzawa smoothers.
Next, we investigate the relative costs of the multigrid methods. For the following computation
of the relative costs eq. (32) we choose again as a reference configuration Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ) with W (3, 3).
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Corresponding results are depicted in table 2. For comparison, we also add the relative costs, where
we consider instead of c¯i the average time per multigrid iteration, in brackets. Again, we observe
that Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ), Pu(Aˆs, Sˆ) and Ps(Aˆ, Sˆ) are least costly. The numbers for the computational cost
obtained by the simple model are in very good agreement with those who include the average time
per multigrid iteration.
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Figure 4. Relative residual for different Uzawa variants and smoothing steps.
For a better understanding of the different Uzawa variants we present fig. 4, which shows the
relative residual over time. The residual is measured here with respect to L−1-norm. Notice, the
residual in L−1-norm is equal to the error in the norm ‖ · ‖2,ℓ. We observe, that the methods
are less different in case of fewer smoothing steps (ν = 1), while for larger numbers of smoothing
steps the methods Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ), Pu(Aˆs, Sˆ), and Ps(Aˆ, Sˆ) seem to be of similar behavior and less time
consuming than Pf(Aˆs, Sˆ) and Ps(Aˆs, Sˆ).
Finally, we present numerical results which highlight the iteration numbers and time-to-solution.
As we have seen the Uzawa variant Pℓ seems to be one of the most attractive methods with respect
to computational cost, it is thus chosen in the forthcoming experiments. Multigrid iterations are
performed until the residual in the L−1-norm is reduced by a factor ǫ = 10−8.
Note that the timings shown are not representative for the HHG software when used in paral-
lel, since the experiments are conducted to permit a comparison assuming sequential single core
execution.
So far, we consider for the pressure smoother Sˆ only a damped Jacobi method. As in [15], we
also use a damped (forward) Gauss–Seidel method and damped symmetric Gauss–Seidel method,
which are both applied to C, the associated matrices are denoted by S˜ and S˜s, respectively. The
damping parameters are given by ω(S˜) = 0.3 and ω(S˜s) = 0.23. Note, the case including S˜ is not
covered by the theory presented in this article.
In table 3, we present the corresponding results. The computations are performed up to level
ℓ = 7 which involves 5.3 · 108 DoFs. We observe level independent iteration numbers for all
approaches. In case of Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ), the time optimum seems to be located between ν = 4 and
ν = 8. By applying a Gauss–Seidel scheme to C the time-to-solution can be further reduced. In
particular, we are able to reduce the time-to-solution by almost 40% with S˜ instead of Sˆ.
Even though not covered by the theory in this article, we finally present numerical results in-
cluding the V -cycle in table 4. Note, the settings and parameters remain the same as for the
previous results in table 3. We observe that in case of a V -cycle the Uzawa smoother Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ)
diverges for small numbers of smoothing steps, as indicated by ”–” in the table. Only with more
smoothing steps convergence can be enforced. The convergence deteriorates and then more itera-
tions are needed when the number of levels is increased. Choosing a different pressure smoother,
here either S˜s or S˜, leads to better results in the iteration numbers, but may still lack of ro-
bustness. In the sequential setting used here, the time-to-solution achieved with the W -cycle and
V -cycle are comparable, with the W -cycle having advantages for large problems. Note that this
assessment is expected to change in a parallel setting, since a W -cycle with ℓ = 7 levels will re-
quire 27 = 128 coarse grid solves and may thus generate a significant sequential bottleneck. As a
compromise, a variable V -cycle can be applied, where the number of smoothing steps is increased
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Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ)
ν 1 2 4 6 8 10
ℓ DoFs iter time iter time iter time iter time iter time iter time
1 1.4 · 103 66 0.44 66 0.46 17 0.13 12 0.10 9 0.08 8 0.07
2 1.4 · 104 64 0.93 32 0.52 17 0.31 12 0.25 9 0.21 7 0.18
3 1.2 · 105 62 2.26 31 1.33 17 0.92 12 0.81 9 0.71 7 0.64
4 1.0 · 106 60 7.20 30 4.81 16 3.79 12 3.80 9 3.51 7 3.26
5 8.2 · 106 58 33.71 29 25.41 16 22.98 11 22.02 9 23.02 7 21.57
6 6.6 · 107 56 213.39 28 165.31 15 152.04 11 157.86 8 148.09 7 158.87
7 5.3 · 108 54 1509.44 27 1189.60 15 1144.01 11 1194.04 8 1128.42 7 1210.43
Pℓ(Aˆs, S˜s) Pℓ(Aˆs, S˜)
ν 4 6 8 4 6 8
ℓ DoFs iter time iter time iter time iter time iter time iter time
1 1.4 · 103 10 0.08 7 0.06 6 0.05 13 0.10 9 0.07 7 0.06
2 1.4 · 104 9 0.17 7 0.15 6 0.14 12 0.21 9 0.18 7 0.15
3 1.2 · 105 10 0.55 6 0.41 5 0.40 12 0.61 8 0.51 6 0.44
4 1.0 · 106 10 2.50 7 2.31 5 2.07 11 2.44 8 2.33 6 2.16
5 8.2 · 106 11 17.00 7 15.11 5 13.65 11 14.54 8 14.58 6 14.03
6 6.6 · 107 11 120.86 7 109.35 5 101.26 11 102.66 7 92.09 6 101.90
7 5.3 · 108 11 913.00 7 830.17 5 770.80 10 700.38 7 693.75 6 769.34
Table 3. Iteration numbers and time-to-solution (in sec.) including the W -cycle
for several refinement levels in case of Pℓ(·, ·).
Pℓ(Aˆs, Sˆ)
ν 1 2 4 6 8 14
ℓ DoFs iter time iter time iter time iter time iter time iter time
1 1.4 · 103 66 0.24 50 0.20 17 0.08 12 0.06 9 0.04 7 0.05
2 1.4 · 104 63 0.32 31 0.19 18 0.14 12 0.11 10 0.11 6 0.10
3 1.2 · 105 – – 30 0.52 18 0.46 12 0.41 9 0.39 6 0.42
4 1.0 · 106 – – 18 2.75 12 2.58 9 2.49 7 3.24
5 8.2 · 106 22 24.13 11 17.11 9 18.21 7 23.76
6 6.6 · 107 118 990.37 13 155.42 11 170.63 8 209.41
7 5.3 · 108 – – 16 1468.48 13 1549.13 9 1811.18
Pℓ(Aˆs, S˜s) Pℓ(Aˆs, S˜)
ν 4 6 8 4 6 8
ℓ DoFs iter time iter time iter time iter time iter time iter time
1 1.4 · 103 10 0.04 8 0.04 7 0.04 13 0.05 10 0.05 8 0.04
2 1.4 · 104 10 0.08 7 0.07 6 0.07 13 0.09 9 0.08 7 0.07
3 1.2 · 105 9 0.25 7 0.25 6 0.27 12 0.28 8 0.25 8 0.32
4 1.0 · 106 10 1.64 9 2.08 7 2.09 12 1.71 8 1.60 9 2.30
5 8.2 · 106 11 13.08 11 18.65 7 15.40 14 14.24 10 14.31 10 18.52
6 6.6 · 107 14 128.04 13 170.02 8 136.09 18 139.31 13 142.72 12 170.6
7 5.3 · 108 19 1334.03 16 1606.78 8 1045.98 24 1417.72 17 1424.13 13 1409.50
Table 4. Iteration numbers and time-to-solution (in sec.) including the V -cycle
for several refinement levels in case of Pℓ(·, ·).
on the coarser levels of the mesh hierarchy. Experimentally this results in a robust method (wrt.
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iteration numbers) and an improved time-to-solution on massively parallel systems. For details,
we refer to [15].
Remark 19. The results of tables 3 and 4 show that there is a fundamental difference if we
use the mass matrix which is spectrally equivalent to the Schur complement or the scaled discrete
pressure Laplacian for building the smoother in the pressure component. While formally we can
satisfy condition eq. (29) by using a hybrid Gauss-Seidel applied to either of these two options,
the use of the scaled Laplacian is much more favorable. This might seem to be a surprise since
C is not spectrally equivalent to the Schur complement. However this choice mimics the fact
that on the continuous level the commutator ∆∇ − ∇∆ is zero, and thus the pressure satisfies a
Laplace equation. A detailed study on the smoother performance taking into account the discrete
commutator can be found in [32].
6. Concluding remarks
In this article, we presented a unified analysis of the smoothing properties for different Uzawa
variants. In particular, we were able to prove the smoothing property for the commonly used
inexact Uzawa scheme Pℓ. Also, a new smoother, belonging to the class of Uzawa schemes, has
been proposed and analyzed. Numerical examples illustrated the obtained theoretical results and
the computational cost of the different smoothers was discussed.
So far, the analysis requires a symmetric smoother Sˆ for the (inexact) Schur complement and
additionally requires symmetry for Aˆ in the cases of Pi, i ∈ {ℓ, u, f}. The extension to the non-
symmetric case for Aˆ and Sˆ, might be of great interest since the computational cost could perhaps
be further narrowed.
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